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Health and life sciences counsel with a national
reputation for excellence

Capabilities at a glance 

●  A diverse team of attorneys offering comprehensive legal
support for the issues facing health care clients—from regulatory
counseling, board representation and litigation to mergers and
acquisitions and beyond.

●  Focused on providing business-savvy, pragmatic health care
advice tailored to each client’s risk tolerance.

●  Attorneys with true insider perspectives into the health care
industry, including current and former pharmacists, nurses,
physical therapists, EMTs, regulatory board members and more.

●  A highly responsive, nimble team that can respond quickly to
assist clients with time-sensitive matters.

A sensible, relationship-focused approach to health law

Our client-centric focus, relationships with regulators and practical
approach to advising clients contributes to our national reputation as
one of the strongest legal teams serving the health care industry.
Because we maintain long-term relationships with our clients, we
really get to know you, your business and your risk tolerance. Our
attorneys use this understanding to provide clear guidance on exactly
how regulation will impact your operations and make
recommendations based on our deep knowledge of the enforcement
landscape in a given jurisdiction.

We maintain meaningful working relationships with heath care
regulators – many built over decades. We know which regulators are
enforcing which laws in which states, and we frequently exercise our
ability to influence potential legislation that would adversely impact
our clients. Regulators often describe our attorneys as fair, reasonable
and respectful; these are qualities our team intentionally personifies,
as our experience has proven that extensive knowledge combined
with integrity is the most effective way to advocate for our clients’
interests.

Advising health care businesses of all kinds on everyday challenges

We counsel clients from every corner of the health care industry
regarding the unique regulatory, ethical and competitive issues they
confront on a daily basis. Our health law attorneys have represented
clients in all 50 states involving state regulatory boards. Our diverse
client base includes:
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● Pharmaceutical, medical technology and device manufacturers and
distributors

● Retail and wholesale pharmacies

● Pharmacy compounders

● Urban and rural hospitals and health systems

● Rural health clinics and federally qualified health centers

● Health care payers, insurers and lenders

● Academic medical centers

● Research institutions

● Ambulatory surgery centers

● Laboratories

● Diagnostic facilities

● Biotechnology companies

● Durable medical equipment suppliers

● Physician clinics

● Long-term care facilities

● Home health agencies

● Health care consultants

● Electronic medical records vendors

● Data security specialists
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Kiel Zillmer

Related Capabilities

Behavioral Health

Clinical Laboratories

Government and Internal
Investigations, Litigation,
and Fraud, Waste and Abuse
Compliance

Health Care Transactions

Health Information
Technology, Privacy and
Security

Health Insurance Industry
Partners (PBMs, TPAs,
DMPOs and URAs)

Health Litigation

Hospitals and Health
Systems

Licensing

Long-Term Care and Senior
Housing

Managed Care and Clinically
Integrated Networks

Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers

Pharmacy, Drug and Device

Provider and Physician
Groups

Telehealth
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